digiMIX24 Firmware and iPad App Revision History (Win/Mac)
(digiMIX Utility program for WIN/MAC initially combined firmware and
preset utilities into one app, then split the two functions into two
apps with v5.0)
v3.6 - 10/20/2016
Initial production release
v3.7 - 1/11/2017
Used for early production run, minor bug fixes
v4.3 - 7/20/2017
1) Auto-mixer and Cross-Fade functions were added. This addition
changed the internal preset format.
2) The new preset format was incompatible with presets from v3.6 or
v3.7, so a preset conversion utility was made available for WIN and MAC
and posted on Ashly website. The preset conversion utility is only used
to convert presets saved from v3.6 or v3.7 to v4.3 or higher.
3) This new preset format was also incompatible with previous versions
of Ashly digiMIX app for iPad, so a new iPad app was released at v4.3
for use with firmware v4.3.
v4.7 - 8/21/2017
Fixed a startup issue related to using the optional Dante-32 module
with digiMIX24, plus other minor bug fixes. Also released Ashly digiMIX
app for iPad at v4.4 with corresponding changes.
*********************
v5.0 Firmware Utility 3/28/2018 (Win/Mac)
1) With v5.0, Ashly separated the digiMIX24 firmware update utility
from the preset utility, they are now two applications.
2) v5.0 added digital output pre or post DSP selection when using USB
or Dante options, plus other minor bug fixes.
3) Ashly digiMIX24 iPad app v5.01 required mixer firmware v5.0. (Note:
Ashly digiMIX24 iPad App v5.05 is backwards compatible to mixer
firmware v4.3)
v5.0 Preset Utility 3/28/2018 (Win/Mac)
1) With v5.0, Ashly separated the digiMIX24 firmware update utility
from the preset utility. The preset utility no longer allows individual
presets to be saved or loaded, it only allows the user to backup all
presets or restore all presets.
2) Note: v4.7 mixer presets could not be saved/restored using v5.0
preset utility, nor could they be saved using v4.7 preset utility and
then restored using v5.0 preset utility. (This issue was fixed with
digiMIX24 Preset Utility v5.05)
v5.03 digiMIX24 iPad App 3/28/2018 (Win/Mac)
1) v5.03 app did not connect to v4.7 mixer. (This issue was fixed with
App v5.05 release)
*********************

(continued on next page)

v5.05 digiMX24 Preset Utility 5/8/2018 (Win/Mac)
1) digiMIX24 Preset Utility v5.05 is backward compatible to
digiMIX24 firmware v4.3, but is not back compatible to preset versions
v3.x. (*see note below)
2) digiMIX24 Firmware remained at v5.0
3) Ashly digiMIX24 iPad App was released at v5.05, backwards compatible
to digiMIX24 v4.7.
v5.1 digiMX24 Firmware Utility (Win/Mac) and digiMIX24 iPad app
1) v5.1 firmware released 6/4/2018: Fixed channel naming bug plus other
minor bug fixes from unreleased v5.09
2) v5.1 app released to app store 6/6/2018.

*Note: For migrating digiMIX24 v3.x presets up to a v4.7 or v5.x mixer:
a.) Use the <digiMIX24 Preset Conversion Utility 3.x to 4.x> to
first convert v3.x preset format to v4.7 presets. This process is
spelled out in the software, and includes updating your digiMIX24
firmware from v3.x to v4.7, then
b.) Backup those v4.7 presets to a computer using <digiMIX24
Preset Utility v5.05>, then
c.) Update your digiMIX24 firmware to v5.0 using <digiMIX24
Firmware Utility v5.0>, then
d.) Restore the backed up v4.7 presets to your digiMIX24 using
the <digiMIX24 Preset Utility v5.05>.
*********************

